SILK & DURASTEEL
Following is the chronicle of the Last Call's crew of intrepid adventurers as they traverse the
galaxies, performing a variety of jobs (and trying not to get blown to pieces in the process).
The crew consists of: Bren Mastigar, a big game hunter obsessed with the hunt; Kothtri Yab'ia,
a Bothan fringer with a mysterious background and heavy anti-Imperial leanings; Kyra Malric,
a beautiful and fast-talking Twi'lek; M2-LD, a cheeky astromech droid with an emerald finish;
and (eventually) Sidara Molin, an adept mechanic obsessed with perfection.
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Chapter One – Trouble Brewing
The crew of the Last Call travels to Formos to deliver supplies to Ry Jinx, owner of the local
cantina. The drop off goes smoothly, and they linger in the cantina to gather information on
potential jobs in the area. There is an Imperial bounty on Bandin Dobah, an Aqualish
smuggler, for 10,000 credits Kothtri and Bren consult a Devaronian information trader, who
reveals that Dobah is the head of an organized smuggling ring; he operates through cells in
the area and quashes independent smugglers who attempt to hone in on his turf. The
Devaronian also mentions that there is a counter-proposal for the capture of Dobah put out
by Thakba the Hutt, but his offer is only 5,000 credits Meanwhile, M2-LD and Kyra talk with a
badly damaged protocol droid found in the cantina's dumpster; the droid's friend, R4-W9, has
been kidnapped by a band of thugs led by the pirate Dobah. M2 is particularly moved by his
plight and promises to help.
After reuniting inside the cantina, the crew spots an elegant-looking Rodian girl being
harassed by three rogues. Kyra and Kothtri attempt to distract the men with their feminine
wiles, but they strike out. Bren intervenes, leading to an exciting and destructive barroom
brawl from which both sides withdraw relatively uninjured. Bren and Kothtri track the rogues
to a warehouse and overhear them talking about "the big man" in a manner that suggests
they are working for Dobah. Back at the cantina, Kyra talks with the Rodian girl, who expresses
her gratitude for the intervention. She is looking for an astromech droid, R4-W9, that has
certain astrogation data programmed into it. This data would be useful for her company,
which produces tech for Rodian bounty hunters, and she offers a 200 credits finder's fee for
locating the droid and bringing it (or at least the data) back to her.
Heading back into town, Bren and Kothtri spot an ambush being prepared by the local gang,
and they hear local rumors that Daro's gang is looking for payback against someone. The
party returns to the warehouse, lies in wait, and manages to take out the band of thugs after
their return; Kothtri, however, is direly injured in the scuffle after being the target of some wellplaced blasts. One of the remaining thugs, upon being "questioned" by Bren, reveals that
Daro Blunt, the now-dead leader of the cell, met the "big guy" periodically, but he doesn't
know when or where the next meet is. The crew finds the R4-W9 droid in the warehouse and
frees it from its restraining bolt. R4-W9 immediately expresses desire for revenge against
Bandin Dobah for the death of its friend. The droid has coordinates for a nearby asteroid belt
and thinks Dobah is hiding there. It also has data on the Kessel Run, which it gives to M2 in
exchange for the crew's promise that they will go after Dobah. M2 finds data on a computer
in the warehouse that appears to be a radio frequency to grant admittance into Dobah's
hideout. Leaving the scene, the crew is applauded by local fringers for dealing with the gang.
The crew then heads to the coordinates obtained from R4-W9, transmits the frequency, and
receives acknowledgement from a cave complex. After landing inside a cave containing a
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YV666 freighter, the crew successfully masquerades as members of Daro's gang. They
discover that there is a bounty hunter living on board the ship, but M2 handily locks him in his
quarters and likewise traps Dobah's co-pilot. Facing off three-to-one against Bandin Dobah,
the crew easily incapacitates him and hands him over to Thakba the Hutt for the smaller (but
free of Imperial entanglement) bounty.
Thakba invites the party to watch Dobah's gladiatorial debut, in which he is ultimately killed
(much to R4-W9's delight), and Thakba's majordomo points the party toward a job looking
into a mine recently acquired by another Hutt: Bargos.

Chapter Two – Debts to Pay
The Last Call's intrepid crew flies to Sakiduba in Hutt Space to inquire with Bargos the Hutt
about their next job. They are warmly greeted by a C3 protocol droid and proceed to the
Hutt's luxurious inner sanctum, where Gammorean guards pointedly watch their every move.
They are escorted up by the Hutt's Toydarian majordomo, Genko, who handles Bargos' dayto-day operations. Bargos describes an iridium mine on Gavos that he has recently acquired
and that he believes should be very profitable. He wants a review of the mine's operations
(including employee and leadership roster) and collection of the first 100,000 credit payment.
He promises a 10% commission for return of the entire sum, plus consideration in further jobs.
Leaving the Hutt's lobby, the crew passes by six Gammorean guards kicking the druk out of
two other Gammoreans.
The Last Call proceeds to Gavos, where the ship's scanners detect life deep beneath the
planet's surface. A double-redundant set of several storm barriers surround the mine, keeping
the sandstorms and caustic ammonia away. A navigational beacon directs the ship to a small
landing pad next to a bunker built into the northern hillside, but no other signals emanate
from the planet. An alarm alerts the crew that one of the many shields is currently down. Still,
the crew heads cautiously inside. The reception area in the bunker is dingy and fairly smashed
up, and a dark substance stains the floor. Around the interior, it appears that a firefight has
taken place, and at first it looks deserted. In the officers' quarters, they find an administration
protocol droid, 3D-4K, shut down and in restraining bolts. He is surprised about the lack of
other sentients in the area but says that he remembers that some of the droids were behaving
oddly and that he discussed the problem with EV8-D3, another droid.
With the assistance of 3D-4K, the crew continues to the main office to find the mine's financial
records. M2 notes that R2-B7, the mine's industrial automaton unit, appears to have locked the
office down. They discover that the mine was previously owned by Thakba Diori, and the
crew speculates that he likely lost it to Bargos in a game of Sabacc. However, Bargos may
have been misled as to the mine's value; financial records show decreased profitability, and it
would take most of the money out of the mine's coffers to pay Bargos' expected first payment.
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3D opens a safe under the desk containing 165,000 credits. The crew collects the whole sum
and continues on to the Canteen, where they find four dead humans: Darvis and the three
Kayd brothers. The cookbot, who seems derangedly chipper, calls Bren by the name Vrrisk,
Kothtri by the name Rikka, and Kyra by the name Corak, as it cheerfully serves them "Bantha
burgers." Another body (apparently Vrrisk) is found in a refresher, having apparently been
stuffed inside. In the medical bay, the crew comes across FX-769, the medical droid, who
seems unaware of any hostilities in the area and says that the last time he rendered services
was about three days ago. Nerron and Surmas, two other mine workers, are then found dead
in the medical bay's refresher. As the crew leaves the medical bay, M2 overhears a
transmission in binary coming from the medical droid, describing the crew members and
identifying them as suspected pirates. When M2 tips the rest of the crew off to the threat; FX
attacks Bren with a molecular scalpel; however, the droid is handily dispatched.
The crew continues cautiously toward the mine. They find a second landing pad with crates
of iridium stacked outside a freighter. Ryun's corpse is hidden behind the crates; he appears to
have been sliced open by a molecular scalpel similar to that intended for Bren. The freighter,
like the main office, has been locked by R2-B7 and is not accessible. At the entrance to the
mine is a group of droids, including the supervisor droid, EV-8D3 and six battle droids. EV
warns the crew that the mine was accosted by pirates who killed many of the miners and are
still hiding out in the mines. The droid is highly charismatic, and the crew initially believes its
story, but at the last minute they see the battle droids drawing their weapons. A fight ensues,
and EV manages to escape in the chaos. Meanwhile, Kothtri and M2 barely are grievously
injured, barely making it out alive. The crew races to the Last Call amidst ever-more ominous
alarms signaling damaged shields, and as they take off, they see the planetary storms engulf
the base. They see another ship, presumably piloted by the droid saboteurs, heading toward
the Core Worlds.
The Last Call returns to Sakiduba to find Bargos' lair with significant damage; however, they
decline to inquire about it. They turn over the proceeds and documentation recovered from
the mine and explain the events that transpired. Bargos looks very happy and makes a call in
Kyra's favor in exchange for a reduced commission of 12,500 credits. While breaking bread
with Bargos, Kothtri notices a small data cube left surreptitiously on her plate; inspection
reveals a threatening message compelling her to Lanthrym with the warning: "I know who
you are." She quickly stashes it in private and informs the rest of the crew that she has received
a lead on a new job.

Chapter Three – Deep Frost
The crew heads to Lanthrym in pursuit of Kothtri's mysterious "job offer." Upon arrival, their
ship is hailed by warning fire and a figure in green and blue body paint demanding the ship's
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cargo. The crew takes out one of two fighters before the pirates back off. Lanthrym, a cold,
snow-covered planet frequented by pirates and criminals, awaits below, and the Last Call
heads down to a large dome to dock. From the docking area, the crew takes a train over to a
population center around a geothermal power plant. A cantina/casino built on the old
reactor stands out among all the other buildings, and they enter. Amidst the hubbub of the
casino, Kothtri notices a human man and Rodian girl eying her, and the crew goes over to talk
with them. The couple offers 6,000 credits (plus "other considerations") for acquiring three
certain items from a hermit on the far side of the planet. The crew takes the job, with Bren and
Kyra none the wiser about Kothtri's hidden motivations.
On the way back to the ship, Kothtri notices a group of humans seeming to scope out the
crew. Bren and Kothtri get the drop on them and determine that they are either current or exmilitary, but the men refuse to betray their allegiance. After a carnage-laden fight, the crew
regroups at the Last Call and obtains additional information on their mission from the
datacube given to Kothtri. The three target items appear to be a metal briefcase, something
with a certain radioactive signature, and a statue of a Rancor. While M2 stays at the ship
nursing Kyra back to health in the ship's new bacta tank, Bren and Kothtri fly out to an outpost
near the target and rent a military-type personnel vehicle. They drive out to the frozen lake
and get out to take a closer look. Seeing a spider bot emerging from the snow with a thermal
detonator, Bren fires, managing to take it out well before it reaches the vehicle, but he and
Kothtri both plunge into the icy lake as a result. The two manage to claw their way out of the
freezing water after a harrowing struggle with hypothermia and suffocation, and they beat a
hasty retreat back to the vehicle and civilization.
Bren and Kothtri get much needed medical care at a hospital in a nearby midsized town.
Meanwhile, Kyra does some digging in the local saloon for information on the hermit, hearing
rumors that he is actually working for the rebellion as a smuggler. She seems to run afoul of
Tilkis Pru, a local Silverine prospector who is sympathetic to the rebellion. The crew attempts to
stage a run-in with him at the saloon, but they see no sign of him. Investigating around the
town, Kothtri and Kyra find an array of smuggling contacts in the area, including the "hermit,"
Carson Brax; they are also able to obtain information on a comms channel to use for
contacting him. Kyra broadcasts over the channel and receives an invitation to Brax's "loading
dock." The ship sinks into the frozen lake (discovering it to be heated from within) and the
crew is received into a large underground compound. There, they are met by a crowd of
about a dozen people, including the prospector and the group of men the party evaded
earlier, most of whom have blasters drawn. Their insignias are Separatist, and an older man
with a drill sergeant look sharply assesses the party. The party is then separated out and each
member is questioned individually.
Bren is confronted by Brax directly, who lays into him like a stereotypical drill sergeant. Brax
then interrogates Kothtri, who fares not much better. Kyra chats up her group of soldiers, and
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as a result, they treat her very well. She has a pleasant conversation with Brax when he comes
in, telling him the truth about the party and the items the party was sent to retrieve. She finds
out that he used to be a Separatist sergeant and became a fighter against the Empire when
the Separatists folded.
Brax, believing Kyra's story, has the crew escorted to the dining room, reunited, and fed. Brax
says that while he is not willing to part with the items they are looking for, he is willing to help
them double-cross their employers. He supplies what they need to simulate the items, and M2
rigs up a substitute data system that will corrupt the system it is plugged into. M2 also rigs a
small bomb to trigger when the briefcase is opened. The party orchestrates a show of
resistance from Brax as they "flee" the compound, but the spectacle is not convincing in the
long run. For the short term, the handoff of goods goes smoothly, the crew gets paid their
6,000 credits, and their employer seems happy at first, but after some small talk from Kyra goes
the wrong direction, he turns suspicious and curt. The crew gets the impression that they
have not seen the last of him.
Before they leave the planet for their next adventure, the crew revisits the owner of the APC,
pays their rental fees, and promises to return and repair the damage. They then head out to
join in a hunting competition in which Bren has been invited to participate (and about which
he is quite excited).

Chapter Four – Wild Obsessions
The Last Call travels to Edonaaris, a swampy jungle world, where Bren is to participate in an
elite hunting competition. Knowing that the hunt is to be videotaped, Kothtri takes care to
disguise herself before they deboard. They are approached and greeted enthusiastically by a
well-dressed Devaronian, Zel Wes, who has the air of a producer. He has the entire crew sign
participation (and nondisclosure) agreements. Preliminary research on the planet indicates
little indigenous fauna, but an albino rancor has been spotted in the area, along with some
venomous creatures and krate dragons. The crew members get inoculated in the medical tent
for the various diseases to which they may be exposed in the jungle. They pick up some
Czerka-brand gear in the armory and socialize with the other hunters in the cantina. Among
the cantina crowd are Fior Starlight (carrying a blaster rifle and vibrospear), Turin Dress (lightly
armed), and a Trandoshan mechanic.
Over the night, M2 tries to hack into the camera droid's network but is unable to break into
the central hub. At the morning breakfast, the hunt organizers announce that the quarry for
this hunt will be albino rancor – the first to down one and bring it back will win the prize. Bren
and Kothtri head out in their land speeder – with Bren at the steering wheel and Kothtri
manning the life detector – up toward a hilly area of the jungle. There, they come across a
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group of four other hunters setting up camp. The group is led by Farr Teeku, a young Rodian
who seems to be somewhat of a fanboy of Bren's.
Although Bren falls out of favor with Teeku by coming off as an arrogant laserbrain, the group
makes camp, and in the morning, Bren and Kothtri head down to the ravine to investigate a
cave in which the rancor might make its home. Tracking in the cave is difficult, as it seems to
trail has been swept clean recently. Suddenly, they are ambushed by a feline-looking predator
that springs out of the muddy water. After a brief fight, they take it out, only to be attacked by
a second sludge panther, which quickly retreats to avoid being trounced.
Upon returning to the main camp, the party finds Teeku's group to be laid up in the medical
tent with severe food poisoning. By hacking the medical system, M2 finds that the poisoning is
due to a parasite native to ice worlds. Bren distracts the cameras by hitting the cantina so that
M2 can relay this new info to Kothtri in private. Kothtri, however, comes off very suspiciouslooking for skirting the cameras in their room.
The crew heads back out to one of the swamp locations. On the way out, the speeder
crashes down into the swamp, but M2 manages to get it out and moving. Meanwhile, Kothtri
picks up four feline life signals circling around into hunting position around the party. M2
strategically scares two of them away by mimicking the sound of a rancor. Bren scares
another one off by shooting it out of a tree. Kothtri and Bren blow the last cat away, as more
gunshots are heard in the distance, along with a loud rancor call. Upon approach, the party
sees that it is a regular rancor, not the albino, being surrounded and shot at by four Imperial
troopers. The crew beats a quick retreat, but the troopers happen upon them when they stop
for repairs. The troopers, who are apparently participating in the hunt while on leave, stop
and watch the crew while M2 does its repairs.
Back at base camp, the medical tent has a short supply of bacta tanks, and M2 is allowed back
on the ship to escort injured hunters to the Last Call's tank. Meanwhile, Kyra is rushed to the
front of the healing line. She declines gracefully and learns through overhearing murmurs in
the line that there are negative perceptions of Bren and his crew. Bren and Kothtri spend
some time in the cantina, where Bren gets blitzed and makes an ass of himself. He wakes up
in the morning with a raging hangover, but after taking some pain relievers, he feels really
good. M2 determines that he is obviously dosed with something, but he is resolute in wanting
to win the hunt, and he and Kothtri head out to the second swamp area. Before leaving,
Kothtri warns Kyra about not ingesting anything found in the room; the cameras pick up her
movements, but she manages to speak low enough to not be overheard, looking shadier still.
Meanwhile, M2 checks the food stores on the ship and discovers that they are infected with
parasites and have been recently tampered with. He also finds traces on the ship's surveillance
that point to someone else being on the ship. It looks like Bren entering the ship, messing with
the food and medical area, and accessing the computer, but the video seems altered. The
time stamp is recorded as being just after the announcement that the game was starting. He
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also notices that the Bren imposter is being tailed by a camera. Getting an emergency siren
from M2, Kothtri and Bren quickly head back to the base camp, where M2 shows them the
video feed. As Bren and Kothtri begin to head back out, one of the vehicles in the computer
system turns from green to gold.
M2 figures out that the video feeds from the cameras are going to a centralized trunk.
Meanwhile, Kyra gets much needed medical treatment, and Bren and Kothtri arrive at their
destination. They see the Imperial storm trooper group with a dead white rancor tied to their
vehicle. Bren opens fire on the vehicle's pilot (Sergeant Cash Maverick) with his sniper rifle. A
dramatic chase ensues, and the Imperials get the better of the party's speeder, but Maverick is
knocked out of his own speeder. The remaining Imperials go on to win the competition, and
Bren and Kothtri carry the wounded Maverick back. Kothtri slinks away from the
congratulatory festivities looking shifty and bitter; Bren is lauded cheerily by the producers but
given the cold shoulder by the other competitors.
Before they leave the planet, Bren receives a distinctive bouquet of flowers at the ship. Their
origin is Tattooine, the planet on which Bren had a major conflict with Hissy, a rival hunter. M2
uncovers a tracking beacon hidden in the ship, which the crew ditches on another ship
before heading out on their next adventure. They later discover, when watching the
promotional materials for the hunt, that Bren was set up as a villain in order to sensationalize
the spectacle. This results in some amount of infamy as well as a hit to his pride as a hunter.

Chapter Five – Stolen Property
The Last Call travels to the Derelict, where the crew maintains a small apartment to serve as
their base of operations. There, they are hired by Thrashtar, one of the sector chiefs, to act as
bodyguards for one of his teenage daughters for one night—they are throwing a going away
party for the sector chiefs' children who are about to join the military, and they are in need of
extra security for the event. The crew is paid a 1250 credit retainer, with an equal sum
promised after the job is complete. Kothtri disguises herself as a servant and sets up checking
coats at the party in order to keep an eye on the comings and goings of all the guests; M2
goes along with as an unobtrusive servant droid (an occasionally, a serving table). Meanwhile,
Bren and Kyra pick up Rosa, the bratty, annoying teen diva.
The party is a glitzy affair, decked out like a space-age debutante ball. A few hours after the
party begins, Kyra notices that there has been a change in the wait staff, and something is
going on near the doors to the lower decks. She tries to lead Rosa away, but the brat turns
and starts berating her instead. The room erupts in chaos as the wait staff reveals themselves
to be pirates, with a few Bearables emerging to give orders. The bodyguards around the
room pull out weapons, and a firefight ensues as Bren tries to get Rosa out of danger. A
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Bearable targets Kothtri quickly, but she and Bren make easy work of him, leaving him alive to
interrogate later.
Meanwhile, another Bearable spots M2 hiding behind the bar and shouts "I found it" as he
fires at the green droid. Kyra distracts him enough for M2 to hide behind a sealed door. The
pirates start to flee, presuming their quarry lost, as M2 heads for the bridge, finding the real
staff unconscious. There is a shuddering indicating them disengaging from the ship, and other
than a few dead pirates, there are no apparent casualties. Bren and Kothtri torture the
Bearable for information and discover that he is employed by Thakba the Hutt and was after a
sizeable bounty on the green droid. He also reveals that there are other bounty hunters
looking for the droid. The crew turns him over to the authorities, who summarily execute him.
The party gets paid the stated sum for protecting the irate diva, and they retreat back to the
ship to rest and heal.
Looking into the local bounties at a local cantina, Bren finds a WANTED poster for M2-LD, for
stolen property and forgery, to return to Garon Krayts on Terfon for a 10,0000 credit reward.
The crew decides to lay low for a short while, letting Kyra heal up on the ship under M2's care
while Bren and Kothtri look into the original seller, Honest Abon. He says there is a recall on
the droid he sold Bren, and he is reluctant to divulge where he got it. Bren distracts him while
Kothtri does some recon, and while not finding anything on his business, she notices that his
wife is wincing in pain. They go back after dark with M2, but they get spotted trying to break
into his house, and a shooter across the street takes M2 out in a single shot. A group of his
comrades approach, but Bren makes quick work of them. The lone shooter, however,
manages to take out both Bren and Kothtri. Abon drags Kothtri and M2 into the safety of his
home, leaving Bren (who is too heavy for him) unconscious in the street.
Bren comes to among shattered glass and corpses, his beloved blaster rifle missing. He joins
the rest of the crew members inside, where Abon divulges that the same gang, led by Kraton
Talonspire, came in and injured him and his wife while looking for the droid. He also mentions
that he got the droid from a friend, Tal Farstrider, who said he needed to move it quickly. Tal, a
Twi'lek, is a smuggler who loves exploring and engages in some criminal activity on the side.
However, Abon has not seen Tal since around that time and doesn't know where he might
be now. The only thing he can say is that Tal was close to another friend, Tasha Korrado, and
the two of them ran a ship of explorers together. Tasha was deeper in criminal involvement
than Tal and often got him into more trouble than Abon approved of. He also says that the
guys who roughed them up said to come to them at a local hotel if the droid came along.
The crew heads to the hotel, where they are at first stonewalled by the lobby guards before
learning that Kraton is staying in room 312. Bren and Kyra engage in combat trying to get
upstairs, while Kothtri sneaks around back and spots a rope leading into a warehouse across
the alley coming out of a third floor window. She breaks into the warehouse, but Kraton gets
the better of her, nearly kills her, and threatens her to give him the droid back. He slips away,
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and the crew slinks back to their ship. While the crew heals up aboard their ship, they receive
word that their safe house has been ransacked.
After cleaning up the safe house, they head back to Abon's; with his equipment, M2 manages
to find an artifact in his internal core from before his last mind wipe. He has three objectives:
SAVE TAL; FIND THE MERCHANT ADVENTURER; BEWARE RUFUS GARRISON. Unfortunately,
a bug built into the equipment isn't discovered until afterward and has been ominously
transmitting information outward. The crew hastily leaves the Derelict, beating a path toward
Tatooine to search for Tasha Korrado.

Chapter Six – Special Delivery
The Last Call pulls into Mos Eisley; after doing some preliminary asking around town, the crew
comes to the Nebulous cantina, where they are quickly greeted by a familiar Devaronian
information broker. He informs the crew that Tasha is currently in another nearby bar
attached to a motel, and she has been staying there for the past few days. There is a drunken
rowdy crowd outside, and the bar is hopping with activity, with a live band playing from the
inside of an aquarium. They spot a woman matching roughly Tasha's description dancing on
a table, and Bren goes over to buy her a drink. Seeing M2, she gets a little rough, rushing Bren
over to a table at gunpoint, and asks him what he's doing with her friend's droid. With M2's
help, he's able to calm the waters, and she offers to cut them in on the deal she's trying to
work out – 20,000 credits to move certain merchandise.
On the way back to the ship, the crew is stopped by a group of storm troopers who try to
take Kothtri into custody. Bren and Kothtri manage to take them out, barely before
reinforcements come in, and they retreat back to the ship to lick their wounds. The next day,
storm trooper activity in Mos Eisley is significantly increased, as everyone is on the lookout for
the Bothan (and her friend) who took out a squad. Bren and Kothtri (now in disguise and
under another assumed name) venture out to find Tasha again. At the Blue Nerf, they get
some information on where she's staying, but Bren ends up on video making out with several
other guys, which only adds to his infamy as it goes viral. The duo heads to Tasha's small
motel room the next morning, and she details the planned heist. She has a set of transponder
codes to get the ship to a Synar Advanced Projects Laboratories space station. They plan on
hijacking some data from one of their research labs by posing as one of the suppliers that
regularly brings shipments to the facility.
The crew stops off on a lush planet for their "medical supplies" along with a note to come see
Tasha at a nearby hotel suite, where they conduct a planning session. After spending the
night in the suite, the crew sets off for the space station, both the ship and themselves in
disguise. On the way, Tasha reminisces about her adventures with Tal, who she describes as a
teal-colored Twi'lek. Emerging in the orbit of Geonosis, the crew sees two Imperial star
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destroyers surrounded by TIE fighters and the space station. They are greeted by a
complement of storm troopers upon their entry, and the security coded binary load lifter, K4RL, rolls up to receive the cargo.
The crew enters the station, and Kothtri manages to smuggle 10 baridium charges on board
while the security is distracted by the entrance of the infamous Bren Mastigar. Kyra sets off to
find Dasha Coven, a disgruntled engineer with access to the data to be stolen. She finds him
in the cantina and easily wraps him around her little finger, recruiting him to help them in
return for getting him out. Meanwhile, M2 sets up the baridium charges around the ship,
aiming to set off evacuation procedures to help the crew escape more easily while avoiding
casualties.
The next day, the crew (minus Bren, who starts playing human dartboard with the storm
troopers) heads through the ship to the labs with the assistance of K4-RL (as hijacked by M2).
They split off, and when M2 starts splicing into the door to the computer lab, he gets an odd
familiar sensation in his memory banks. He accesses the data on the prototype as Coven helps
Kothtri load the actual prototype onto K4-RL. The lights and fans then go out completely
throughout the station, and a voice comes over the loudspeakers: "We are the Droid
Liberation Army, and this station belongs to us."
Kyra, Kothtri, and Coven, with no gravity in the physical lab, quickly tether themselves to the
load lifter and start moving out. Meanwhile, the crewmen around Bren begin to panic. Every
door in the complex, including the docking bay, begins to open. M2 starts to communicate
with the rest of the party via their comms before the signal is jammed by static. After spending
some time listening into the frequency, M2 manages to decipher and listen in to the DLA's
comms – there are three groups in front of him, five behind, and one outside the station, and
orders are to eliminate anyone trying to traverse the manufacturing wing. However, in
listening in, he makes his presence known, and they jump frequencies. M2 then sends a
message to the party's datapads informing them that the droids are not attempting
negotiations and intend to eliminate all biologics aboard the station.
Kothtri and Kyra make their way back toward the ship, having to route through the
manufacturing section. Trying to appear dead or passed out and being dragged by the lifter,
they roll past the hostile droids at first, but the second one they try to pass picks up the load
lifter. They try, unsuccessfully, to take it out before deciding to abandon K4-RL, and they
attempt to escape with the prototype. Between the murderous droids and the spontaneous
restoration of gravity sending them plummeting to the floor, the two of them sustain serious
injury but manage to survive the encounter, stopping to play dead near the far edge of the
manufacturing corridor.
Meanwhile, Bren, under M2's guidance, repurposes the ship's front shields to seal the docking
bay so that it stops leaking air. Having heard nothing from his comrades, he goes on a rescue
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mission along with the second load lifter from the loading area. M2 communicates with the
bridge and ends up speaking with EV-8D3, who attempts to welcome the non-biological unit
into the DLA. M2 agrees to have a bomb and restraining bolt on himself in exchange for free
passage for himself and the other crew members. He and Bren collect the injured, and they
retreat to the Last Call, pausing only to blow the charges on the station. As they fly away, an
external shuttle approaches the station and evacuates the surviving space stations crew before
it breaks apart.
Tasha takes the Last Call to a small shadow port and pays the crew 10,000 credits for their
help before going to the drop. She also sits down with M2 to talk about Tal and where he
might be. She knows that he was heading out into wild space, looking for something big. M2
decides to head out with her in search of their lost friend. After they say their goodbyes, the
crew heads for Thakba Diori's hangout to buy off their lingering debt, dropping off the
disgruntled engineer at the rebel base on Lanthrym.
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